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Complete the web with the words that name things you can do with a smartphone.

 

Read. Unscramble the words and write them on the line. Then draw a line to match each 
word to its definition. 

 1. eatggd    a.  look for

 2. thneposmra   b.  hard to believe

 3. nnetiret    c.  a flat, mobile gadget that is about the same 

     size as a notebook

 4. uusefl    d.  any small electronic tool

 5. tteabl    e.  a gadget used for talking, sending texts,  

     and many other things

 6. oessplbi    f.  helpful

 7. eldnbieicr    g.  what we connect to with computers  

     and phones

 8. asrche    h.  able to happen
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lose gadgets play games send texts share photos
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Read and complete the conversation with will or going to. 

Max: I can’t wait until school is over today! I  go to the cinema with 

my dad.

Emma: Really? What  see? 

Max: We  see the new action film that came out. I’ve been so 

excited to see it!

Emma: Do you think you  like it? 

Max: I think I  love it!  I’ve loved all of the other films in  

the series. 

Emma: Well, let me know how it is. Maybe I  go to see it, too. Do 

you know how long it  be in cinemas? 

Max: I’m not sure, but I think it  be there a while. 

Read and complete the sentences about your own plans.

 1. Today after school, .

 2 This weekend, I probably .

 3. It’s possible that over the summer, .

 4. Without a doubt, I .

 5. After I finish high school, I .
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Complete the sentences with words from the box. Make any necessary changes.

 1. It’s easy to record voice messages on your smartphone. Just hold the 

 up to your mouth, press the button, and talk!

 2. The  on my smartphone takes very clear photos.

 3. People  trillions of  each year – it’s 

the most popular way to communicate!

 4. I like playing games on my phone, but it does use up the   

very quickly.

 5. There are more than a million apps for sale in this app store – that’s 

!

 6. It’s faster to type if I connect this  with my tablet. 

 7. To open this app, you simply have to touch the .

 8. The main  of a phone is communication, but we use them for 

many other things, too.

Compare the items in each group. Write a sentence using the superlative form of the word 
in brackets. 

 1. I bought my phone last week. John bought his phone yesterday. Paula bought her phone a 

year ago. (new)

  

 2. Carlos is 1.8 m tall. Clara is 1.5 m tall. Ana is 1.6 m tall. (tall) 
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John’s phone is the newest.
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 3. This video game app costs €0.99. The translator app costs €1.99. The bank app is free. 

(expensive)

  

 4. Word searches are fun. I like crossword puzzles, too. But what I really prefer are word game 

apps that I play on my phone. (good) 

  

 5. Laptops are good for homework, but they’re heavy. Tablets are nice, but they’re too big. 

Smartphones are easy to carry and have a lot of different functions. (useful) 

  

Make predictions about technology using the words below and will or going to.

 1. laptop computers .

  

 2. tablets .

  

 3. telephones .

  

 4. passwords .

  

 5. shopping on the Internet .

  

 6. going to school .
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